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Capturing content of fabrication activities is the first step for producing knowledge resources and an integral

part of maker culture. As a secondary task, it conflicts though with the fabrication activity, and thus it is often

forgotten and knowledge resources end up incomplete. In this article, we investigate different dimensions of

content capture for knowledge resources in fabrication workshops. Based on past work in this area, we first

propose a framework through which we identify two research directions to investigate. From these, we derive

three dimensions to explore in more depth: The number of capturing devices, their feature variety and the

degree of automation of each feature. We then explore the design space resulting from these three dimensions

with the help of a design concept and an online survey study (N=66). Results show (1) a variety of needs and

preferences justifying feature variety and multiplicity, (2) challenges in defining the right degree of manual

and automatic control, and (3) the socio-technical impact of cameras in a shared space regarding privacy and

ethics. We conclude with discussions on the benefits and vulnerabilities of equipping fabrication workshop

with distributed camera-based capturing devices and offer opportunities for design.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Fabrication workshops

1

are shared spaces enabling rich interactions between people using various

machines to create, build, or repair, and discuss, share, or learn from each other. While many inter-

actions in such spaces are local and direct between physically present people, others are inherently

indirect and asynchronous, as they take place across time between people in different physical

spaces through the exchange of knowledge resources. Producing rich knowledge resources relies

heavily on capturing content about the activities happening in fabrication workshops. Capturing

content requires, however, to switch between a fabrication activity, one’s main focus, and capturing,

a secondary task [36]. Consequently, it is often forgotten [82] or incomplete [77], resulting in

knowledge resources which focus too much on the eventually successful outcome and leave out

1

such as maker spaces, fab labs, or hacker spaces
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most of the garden of forking paths explored to get there. Consequently, the resulting knowledge

resources are missing opportunities for others to learn from the explored paths [9].

Past work has proposed a variety of systems which focus on facilitating and integrating the

steps through which knowledge is produced and exchanged: content capturing, storing, retrieving,

editing, sharing, and reusing [15, 17, 22, 28, 50, 75]. While such systems simplify the production

of knowledge resources, they are somewhat monolithic in the sense that they offer a complete

solution and may not integrate well with people’s existing capturing, editing or curating habits

some of which makers may want to retain. In opposition, the use of more generic devices such as

smartphones or Gopro cameras still exposes makers to constraints as they require extra time and

effort to set up a scene. In this article, we explore the space between these extremes focusing in

particular on the capturing step.

We first present a framework, structured around a set of questions known as the 5W1H (why,
what, when, where, who, and how). For each of these questions, we analyzed past work to identify a

set of properties with which we can describe and compare both existing and new research. We then

use this framework to generate two research directions which until now have not received much

attention in the context of fabrication workshops: supporting capturing of diverse and distributed

activities, and exploring automation versus user control. While it is well established that fabrication

workshops encourage diverse activities which happen distributed within these spaces [5], existing

capturing approaches generally only support at best one of these properties. Partially automated

approaches are also in themselves not new [3, 79], yet there has been very little work exploring

potential risks and benefits of automated control capturing approaches in fabrication workshops.

To investigate these two directions, we derive three dimensions along which capturing systems can

vary: multiplicity (number of capturing devices), variety (feature homogeneity between capturing

devices), and degree of automation of features.

The remainder of the article explores these three dimensions. For this, we first developed a design

concept, termed Capush. The central idea of Capush is to facilitate the conception of different

types of camera-based units, each equipped with an adjustable set of manual and automatic features

based on our framework. We conceived five different unit types varying on the three dimensions.

Our hypothesis is that a single type of capturing device with a set level of control is not sufficient

to address the diverse needs when producing knowledge resources in fabrication workshops.

To test our hypothesis, we ran an online survey with 66 participants who report on their current

capturing practices and, after watching a video sketch of the different unit types, on how these

unit types and their respective features may suit their capturing needs. Results confirm makers’

difficulties when capturing content in fabrication workshops and suggest that while many of the

features of Capush are well received by the majority of respondents and many express support to

deploy a Capush-like system in their local workshop, the concept evoked also important concerns

which need to be considered when installing camera systems in a community space.

From our investigation of content capturing in fabrication workshops to produce knowledge

resources, we identify and elaborate on the following opportunities for design:

• Favoring multiple community capture units across a fabrication workshop and accessible to

all makers, increasing flexibility, mobility and reminding to capture content.

• Enabling makers to delegate control in a predictable fashion over some properties of capturing

devices, combining manual and automatic approaches to respect individual or situational

preferences, with the goal of reducing physical and cognitive load.

• Considering privacy and ethics by providing visibility and control of what is captured, both

to the maker initiating a capture but also to others in the vicinity of a capture.
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2 FRAMEWORK: CONTENT CAPTURING FOR KNOWLEDGE RESOURCES IN
FABRICATIONWORKSHOPS

Our first contribution is a framework (summarized in Table 1) that results from our literature analysis

on content capture to produce knowledge resources in fabrication workshops. We constructed the

framework around the 5W1H questions: Why to capture? What to capture? How to capture? When

to capture? Where to capture? Who captures? We first clarify terminology before detailing the

different dimensions of the framework.

Fabrication workshops, commonly referred to as makerspaces, Fablabs, or hackerspaces, are

shared spaces providing access to fabrication machines and tools with which a diverse group of

people can carry out a wide range of activities that involve creating, building or repairing [11, 58, 66].

These spaces can be found both in public institutions (universities, schools or libraries) and private

institutions. Because of the diversity of users, the multitude of purposes, and their open access

spirit, communities emerge and collaborative work leads to learning through sharing of experiences

and knowledge [61]. In the context of this article, we use the term knowledge resource to refer

to any form of support for the storing, sharing, and reuse of knowledge relating to fabrication

workshops. Such resources encapsulate knowledge to different extents, including manuals, tutorials,

how-to guides, or portfolios, and they can take different shapes including blogs, wiki entries, or

videos, often made publicly available through dedicated platforms [41, 71, 72]. We consider content
capture as recording any aspect related to a fabrication project, such as images, videos, audio, a 3D

object definition, or fabrication machine parameters. We focus in this article on content capture for

the creation of knowledge resources in fabrication workshops and do not aim to cover the entire

literature on context-aware computing [7]. In the following sections, underlined words are used to

refer to the sub-dimensions of our framework.

2.1 Why to capture?
Capturing content is the establishing step in producing knowledge resources [49], which is essential

in the philosophy of fabrication workshops [32, 40, 55]. Knowledge resources are produced at

different levels for different purposes. At the community
2

level, a common objective is to teach

by sharing both explicit and tacit knowledge, so that others can learn by replicating, remixing, or

extending previous projects [52, 60]. Those whowere able to benefit from others’ sharing efforts may

be motivated by reciprocity, wanting to give back to the community [41, 58, 60, 71, 72]. In contrast

with synchronous face-to-face sharing, which is common practice in fabrication workshops [47],

producing and sharing knowledge resources is not bound to a specific time and space: the resources

can be used asynchronously by people outside the workshop [71].

At the individual level, one objective is to build an identity through demonstrating skills, inspiring

others and communicating ideas [41, 50, 56, 58]. Makers also produce resources for themselves: they

may anticipate later reuse (e.g., resuming a paused activity) [60, 71, 82], or use them when seeking

feedback from peers such as colleagues or supervisors [23, 35, 46, 48]. Knowledge resources can

therefore act as a reflexive tool [19, 20, 24, 27, 28] which lets makers make sense of their experiences

and get an overall overview of a process. A special case and motivation for capturing activities is to

provide feedback during a fabrication activity, generally to guide makers in achieving their goals,

for example, to dynamically communicate process information such as task progress and safety

warnings [37], the maker’s level of mastery of a tool [26], or to suggest an improved technique for

the current task [12].

Finally, capturing content is also useful at the organisational level to extract meta knowledge
resources and support the management of fabrication workshops [47, 53]. For example, systems

2

Underlined terms indicate properties of our framework. They are summarized in Table 1.
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can collect information about ongoing projects or provide overviews of the fabrication workshop

activities and machine usage for decision support and space planning [26, 53].

While capturing content is beneficial at different levels (why), there are two main barriers

that prevent many makers from capturing content (why not). First, capturing content, and more

generally producing knowledge resources, takes times, is difficult and tedious [82]. Second, makers

are focused on their primary activities of fabrication, and producing knowledge resources remains

a secondary task. Thus, pausing the work to take a picture or a video breaks the flow and thus is

often left as an additional task to come back to at the end of a project or simply forgotten [77, 82].

These barriers lead to not only fewer resources, but also resources which are incomplete or less

rich than what makers wish for and thus are often not reused [77, 80].

2.2 What to capture?
Fabrication workshops host a wide range of activities from 3D printing over textile knitting, wood

working to microcontroller programming which may require to capture different types of data.

Images and videos are popular data types and, when enriched with text, build the basis of many

knowledge resources [41, 72]. Indeed, photos and videos can often efficiently communicate an

idea, illustrate the steps required to create an artifact or demonstrate how an artifact can be used.

However, photos and videos are used differently. Videos are often considered more useful to capture

processes [16], for instance, when communicating the gradual progression of a movement, which is

complex to accurately recompose from static images. They are also more engaging [41]. While this

may reflect habits and opinions in the context of fabrication workshops, past work has shown that

for some learning tasks, static images combined with text are more appropriate than videos [31],

and that static diagrams can effectively communicate assembly instructions [1]. However, other

formats may be relevant as well such as audio [50], annotations [13, 15] or design files [72].

Going beyond these universal types of capture material, many activities can be recorded in the

form of structured data specific to the fabrication context. For example, Troxler [74] introduced

FabML, a specification format based on XML to capture and exchange fabrication activities. FabML

aims to provide a structured language to capture an activity together with relevant contextual

information such as a personal identification, the name of a project, the processes and methods

involved, the used machines (e.g., 3D printer), tools (e.g., screw driver), components, materials

and the type of source files as well as corresponding spatio-temporal data such as location or

timestamp [57], tags (which can add semantics to captured content) [64], information about the

environment [37], or serial output [38].

2.3 How to capture?
The choice of technologies is often informed by What one wants to capture and Why. For in-
stance, capturing which serves for purposes other than the creation of knowledge resources, such

as recognizing mastery of tools [26] or suggesting improvements on one’s currently used tech-

nique [12], may rely on Inertial Measurement Units or physiological sensors. For the creation of

knowledge resources, the most prolific technologies are vision-based sensors. Capturing visual

activity traces is often done using personal devices like smartphones and tablets. They provide

a quick and effective way to produce high quality images, and makers already bring them along

into the workshop [16, 36]. Youths are especially comfortable using them to capture and share on

platforms such as YouTube or Instagram [44, 56]. Because these devices have several sensors readily

available, they can also be used to capture additional content such as audio for orally annotating a

video simply by speaking when the camera is recording [50]. However, makers’ personal devices

also have important limitations. First, used on their own, they generally constrain hands-free

manipulation [15] and thus limit a maker’s ability to work and record at the same time. Thus, as
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detailed by Keune et al. [36], most smartphones require mounting devices which can be costly to

set up and suffer from inconveniences such as the screen going to sleep or conversely the device

running out of battery. More importantly though, due to the fact that they are ubiquitous multi

purpose devices, makers are likely to forget about their presence, and consequently forget to capture

their work [36].

Some fabrication workshops provide makers with community devices to capture content, often

in the form of dedicated stations specifically for capturing image and video. They generally include

one or multiple cameras pointing towards an area reserved for capturing artifacts during a project,

some form of lighting system to ensure good visibility, and in some cases additional mechanisms to

facilitate the annotation of a project. Examples of such stations include: Dodoc [28], which features

different modules including a lamp and a fixed camera pointing down at a documentation area

to record video, still images, or build animations; Protobooth, which uses either a turntable [38]

or several fixed webcams pointing toward a platform to capture different point of views of a

prototype [21]; Fabnavi [78], a camera/projector assembly mounted on top of a table; DIY mounted

toolkits to hold a smartphone or tablet and enhance the salience of the capture device [36]; and

Spin, a camera combined with a turntable to generate animated GIFs of a 360
◦
overview of a

fabricated object [76]. While such stations are promising in many aspects, they do not provide

mobility and thus constrain to work were the station is installed or to interrupt their work and

transport artifacts over to the station. Lastly, special devices can capture and transform other kinds

of data into video streams such as depth information (e.g., from a Microsoft Kinect) as done in

Duplotrack [30] for recognizing assembly tasks, or temperature fields through infrared cameras in

the case of blacksmith crafts [4].

2.4 When to capture?
Capturing content can happen at different moments in a fabrication workshop. When the focus is

on showcasing a final product [76], capturing happens after an activity. However, the most relevant

time to capture content for generating knowledge resources is during an activity, as this is when

makers can keep traces of a process, their reasoning and the decisions they made at the time of

the activity [19, 75]. Yet, capturing while focusing on a primary task imposes a break of flow as it

requires to switch from a primary to a secondary task, which adds time, and, most importantly,

needs to be remembered. It is common to postpone or simply forget to capture the process and

only capture the result [77, 82]. As a consequence, important (mis)steps [77] go missing and only

the successful ones are captured [34, 45, 50, 75]. The result is that many knowledge resources are

not adapted or reused [77, 80]. Finally, some types of content, such as sketches, drawings and CAD

files, are created before they can be fabricated and can be captured for their later use in a tutorial

or documentation [22, 35, 80].

2.5 Where to capture?
Fabrication workshop are often laid out so that different types of activities happen in different

areas [5]. Thus, makers need to move between areas such as a workbench where they are sketching

and performing 3D modelling to a machine area where the 3D printer is located. Inspired by Gong

et al. [26], we identified three types of placements for capture systems. First, cameras or sensors

can be attached in the environment, in a fixed fashion, e.g., mounted to a wall, or in a mobile

fashion, e.g., on a tripod [15, 78]. Fixed cameras, such as downward-oriented cameras attached

to the ceiling or on an auto-pole can provide an especially appropriate view for areas dedicated

to specific activities [36] or in the case of documentation stations such as DoDoc [28]. Although

fixed cameras provide a stable video result [78], they may not be appropriate for all activities, for

instance, makers might want to capture a video of their artefacts at different locations (e.g., in

Proc. ACM Hum.-Comput. Interact., Vol. 6, No. CSCW2, Article 391. Publication date: November 2022.
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front of a green screen or in a quiet place), where no cameras are installed. Relying only on fixed

cameras would require a very high number of installed cameras, especially for large spaces. Mobile
cameras offer more flexibility as they can be moved around in the space. Nonetheless, they also

have drawbacks as their use increases the risk of occlusion by a person or an object, especially

when using a tripod [15]. Additionally, tripods require extra manipulations, are obtrusive, and

can hinder the mobility of people in a workshop. Second, cameras or sensors can move with a

person, for instance, by holding a smartphone, recording sensor data from a smartwatch [2, 26],

or wearing a GoPro
3

on one’s head. Head-mounted cameras enable hands-free interaction and

provide a first-person perspective [16, 51] which can improve performance on assembly [39] and

learning [44]. However, footage from person cameras often lacks stability in comparison with

cameras in the environment [15], which tend to provide higher quality videos. Finally, sensors and

cameras can be attached to a machine such as a 3D printer, a laser cutter or a drill bench, capturing

when and how specific machines are used [26].

2.6 Who captures?
In the context of this framework, who refers to who initiates and controls content capture and

related properties. In most cases, makers manually capture content by positioning and orienting

a camera, adjusting its focus (even if this one is often automatic) and triggering (start/stop) the

recording. They also often manually manage content, for example, by uploading it to a shared

repository [63]. Manual control requires immediate feedback of what is being captured to check

whether the objects of interest are in the field of view of the camera and whether the camera focus is

correct [15]. Makers receive this feedback by annexing screens such as smartphones [50], by using

dedicated screens [28] or by using augmented reality through video-projection [78] or wearable

devices like Google Glass [15]. However, manually setting these parameters can be difficult when

working, especially when the cameras are not directly accessible [15]. Automated capture has the

potential to reduce cognitive and physical demands on makers, to let them focus on fabrication

(their primary task) [15] and to free their hands to manipulate objects [36]. However, only few

prototypes rely on this approach. For instance, Spin [76] automatizes the orientation of a camera by

the means of a turntable to create animations of a 360° view of an object. Protobooth [38] creates 3D

representations of an object via photogrammetry. However, we are not aware of approaches that, in

the context of fabrication activities, automatically orient a camera to keep a moving tool or person

in focus as was done, for example, in the context of recording moving presenters [81]. Some systems

store automatically the content in a centralised place, following a specific organisation to make the

retrieval easier. Centralised repositories can then automatically create links between records (e.g.,

tool usage or interactions), data-entries or projects [62]. For instance, Erichsen et al. [21] proposed

a system that automatically captures timestamp meta-data associated with a project, enabling the

visualisation of the different prototypes’ iterations. Some argue that automated capture needs to be

approached carefully though. For example, Keune et al. [36] raise two concerns: First, the process

of taking a picture or recording some part of a process is the fruit of a reflection that is important,

especially in a learning context, and should be made consciously; secondly, automated capture is

likely to lead to a longer curation process due to a larger amount of captured content to review.

Automated techniques to create knowledge resources have also been explored to facilitate the work

of the maker during the steps after the capture of content. Such explorations include automated

image processing and documentation authoring [50] or automated video-tutorials based on the

activity or movements recognition [2, 12].

3
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2.7 How to Use This Framework
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[28] [78] [76] [15] [50] [21, 38]

Why
Community benefits ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■
Individual benefits ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■
Organisational benefits ■

What

Pictures ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■
Timelapses (■ ) (■ ) ■ ■ ■
Videos ■ ■ ■ ■
Sound annotations (■ ) (■ ) ■ ■ ■
Text annotations ■ ■ ■ ■
Contextual meta-data:

Project ID ■ ■ ■
Tools/machine

Location (■ )

How

Kinds of systems:
Community device ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■
Personal device ■ ■ ■ ■

Properties:
Mobile ■ ■ ■ ■
Multiple ■
Hand free ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

When
Before

During ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■
After ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

Where

Environment (■ ) ■ ■ ■ ■ ■
User ■ ■ ■ ■
Machine/Tool

Who

Automated properties:
orientation ■ ■
position

contextual meta-data ■
content management ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

Table 1. Comparison of different vision-based capture systems using the framework from section 2. For
comparison we also include how the use of a generic smartphone and a collection of GoPro cameras com-
pares with more specialized systems and we also include a description of the design concept introduced in
subsection 3.2. Brackets indicate that a property depends on the concrete device choice or implementation.

We illustrate a key use of the framework in Table 1 which provides an overview of the 5W1H

dimensions (column 1), the properties within (column 2), and how different systems compare to

each other (remaining columns). System designers can consider systematically each dimension and

the associated properties, to describe and analyze a capturing system they implement, compare
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it to existing systems, and, most interestingly, to identify gaps and generate systems with novel

capabilities. To illustrate we use Dodoc [28] as an example and showcase the framework’s descriptive

and comparative power. Dodoc’s main goal is to support reflection (Why: individual benefits) by
capturing pictures, timelapses

4

, video, and sound annotations (What: images, videos and sound)

through a shared station that can be used hands-free (How: hands-free community device). The

station can be used both during and after fabrication activities (When: during and after), however,

since it is located at a fixed place (Where: environment), makers may need to interrupt their

activities to capture content during an activity. Finally, makers need to position and orient the

camera manually, whereas Dodoc manages content automatically (Who: manual orientation and

position, but automatic content management).

We can also compare Dodoc to other systems using our framework: Table 1 illustrates this for

generic smartphones and a selection of five other systems which together provide an overview

of the breadth of different capturing approaches. It is worthy of note that the comparative power

of the framework lies in that it lets designers compare dimensions which were not necessarily

explicitly addressed in the articles describing each individual system. The generative power lies in

that the framework elicits which dimensions and properties are currently underexplored, which

future work may find valuable to facilitate the communication of new contributions. Of course, the

framework does not include all potential future properties and classes within each of the 5W1H

dimensions, but it can easily be extended as needed to demonstrate the novelty of some future

contribution.

2.8 Takeaways and Research Directions
Based on our own analysis of the framework and comparison between existing systems, we high-

light key takeaways that show divergences and alignments between making practices and capturing

systems, and constitute potential future research avenues (generative power). First, on the Why di-

mension we observe that while community and individual benefits are commonly used to motivate

the capturing of content in fabrication workshops, organizational benefits such as providing an

overview of the fabrication workshop activities [53] are also important but less often considered.

Then, on the What dimension, we find that despite the wide range of devices, the capture of

visual content such as pictures and videos is most prevalent, alongside text and sound annotations.

Regarding How, we observe that dedicated community devices providing hands-free operation are

a popular choice. This may be due to the observation that makers tend to forget more easily to

capture when using their personal devices [36]. With regard toWhere capturing takes place, we
observe that most opt for a placement somewhere within the environment, whereas worn captured

units are less explored and direct placement on machines or tools remains to be explored further.

Concerning When capturing takes place, many systems aim to increase support during the activity,

since leaving it for after the activity risks leaving out potential mistakes, which could be valuable to

include for future makers learning about this activity [77]. Lastly, regardingWho controls capturing,
most approaches are primarily manual, with previous work providing little guidance on the degree

of automation of capturing systems. For the remainder of this article, we focus on two needs that

we believe are of particular essence for makers.

Supporting Diverse and Distributed Activities. There seems to be a paradox on the “How”
dimension. On one side, we observe that a large number of systems are dedicated to very specific

activities, often restricted to a limited area, such as a workbench, or to small objects and prototypes.

4

Timelapses are animations of a sequence of pictures taken from the same view angle during a certain period of time and

showing the accelerated evolution of a scene.
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They are generally composed of a single camera installed at a specific location, such as Dodoc [28]

or Fabnavi [78] that are built as stations to capture the different steps of an assembly task by taking

pictures from the top of a workbench. However, a fabrication workshop involves diverse activities
happening at different locations and machines distributed throughout a workshop [5]. Some prior

work proposed to reuse existing mobile devices [15, 50] which are more appropriate for distributed

activities, but these still rely on a single camera which implies that makers need to move it between

the different areas in which they work and adjust its positioning and other parameters based on the

specific needs of the different activities they carry out. Our work aims at overcoming the trade-off

that exists between systems focusing on a dedicated activity and systems focusing on distributed

activities.

Exploring Automated versus User Control. In the “Who” dimension, we believe that there are

missed opportunities. We observe that most approaches rely on manual controls (one exception is

camera focus which is generally controlled automatically). Although manually controlling capture

properties can help makers build expertise and reflect in and on action, the main activity of making

is cognitively and physically demanding and requires, among other things, creative work, vigilance,

and coordination with others. Therefore, automating at least some of the parameters listed under

Who in Table 1 seems promising to let makers focus more on their main activity. This has not

been studied much in the context of fabrication workshops, and it remains unclear which feature(s)

should be automated and when. We argue that the Who dimension deserves more research to

explore howmakers could benefit frommixed-initiative approaches [3], i.e., combine the advantages

of both manual and automatic control.

3 EXPLORING VISUAL CAPTURING APPROACHES
The previous section was about analyzing capturing systems in the fabrication workshop. This

section is about applying that analysis to explore the design of possible future systems. As the last

section illustrates, the design space is enormous. We thus narrow our focus on visual capturing

(What), and particularly on three dimensions which emerged from the analysis of the framework:

from the research direction “Supporting Diverse and Distributed Activities” we retain the number

of camera units and the number of features for each camera unit, and from the research direction

“Exploring Automated versus User Control”, we retain the degrees of automation of different

features.

In this design space, we consider to start with two extreme cases. First, we consider a system with

multiple identical basic capture units (a simple camera). Each capture unit is dedicated to a given

location (station) and a given perspective. Given the nature of the fabrication workshops and the

range of activities, this approach would require a large number of units and coordination between

them (e.g., to stop one and start another). A second extreme case would be a single intelligent
capture unit with various and intelligent features offering them the capacity to both determine and

adopt the best configuration (e.g., location and orientation) depending on the activity, the maker, or

the context. However, a single unit (per maker) would in many cases not be enough. For example,

a maker may want to capture and monitor the working of a CNC machine while capturing the

assembly of a circuit on a nearby workbench. On a more practical note, this approach is likely to

be difficult to implement and deploy for designers, and makers might be frustrated if the accuracy

is not high enough and abandon the technology.

3.1 Methodology
Between these two extreme cases is a rich space of possibilities which can be described by the

mentioned three dimensions:multiplicity (number of camera units), variety (the different features
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for each unit type) and the respective degree of automation for each feature. These design choices

can influence the additional mental workload for makers and their capacity to reflect in and on

action. Such a rich space is challenging to explore. While evaluations with real physical prototypes

are valuable when the concrete design choices for the implementation of these prototypes are

clear, there is a risk of participants focusing on low-level implementation issues for cases where

the possible design space is large. Greenberg and Buxton called this “local hill-climbing” [29] and

emphasized, together with Tohidi et al. [67], the utility of “design sketches” which demonstrate

some aspect but stay intentionally vague or non-committal on others.

Our approach is in line with their argument and similar to the one taken by Vitale et al. [79],

who upon describing their design space developed five design concepts and evaluated them with

interviews only showing video sketches to participants. In our case, we use a design concept and a

set of five conceptual units exemplifying areas within the design space. We also generated a video

sketch to illustrate how these units could integrate in a fabrication workshop. We expect that the

use of video sketches instead of actual prototypes reduces the risk of “local hill-climbing” as it has

been used successfully in prior work [54, 79]. Similar to Vitale et al. [79] and Tohidi et al. [67], we

include multiple unit sketches to give participants an idea of the breadth of the design space. While

Vitale et al. base their findings on interviews, we use an online survey to reach a larger number of

people.

We describe below our design concept and the five unit types intended to exemplify different

areas of the design space. Table 2 summarizes how these unit types compare using the framework

introduced in the previous section. The remainder of the article then focuses on the survey and our

findings.

3.2 Capush: Design concept
The Capush concept builds on the assumption that a single capture unit is not sufficient to address

the diverse needs when producing knowledge resources in fabrication workshops. A key aspect of

Capush is thus to consider a fleet of capture units (multiplicity) composed of different unit types

with different features (variety). Some of these features can be automatized (degree of automation).
We now detail the concept.

Capture unit. The focus is on visual capture, thus each capture unit needs to be equipped with a

camera to capture images or videos (what) in high quality. A unit is meant to be affordable and easy

to build, ideally using materials commonly available in fabrication workshops. It should also be

light, small, and easily customizable and extendable. Because they are affordable, multiple capture
units can be distributed in the fabrication workshops and make them accessible to all makers.

Moreover, an incidental benefit is that distributed capture units throughout the space can attract

the makers’ attention [36] and remind them to produce resources. Because they are light and small,

makers can easily grab them and move them from one location to another one. Because they are

customizable, it is possible to create different types of unit with various features to respond to the

specificities of different activities.

Each capture unit should be connected to a local network to provide a centralized access to

the control of the units and to have them put captured content directly in a local repository. All

captured content should be automatically enriched with contextual meta-data, such as which unit

recorded the content and where it was located (what). Such meta-data could then serve to enrich

later knowledge resources generated with the captured material, for example, using (semi)automatic

tools to generate such resources [15, 50, 75].

Features. Since we want units to be customizable, Capush is based on a set of features with
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Fixed Pan-tilt Clamp Head-mounted Table Bot

What Pictures / Videos / Project IDs / Tools / machines / Locations

Where
Environment ■ ■ ■ ■
User ■
Machine ■ ■

How Mobile ■ ■ ■
Hands free ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

Who

Contextual

meta-data

■ ■ ■ ■ ■

Orientation ■ ■ ■ ■
Position □ □ ■

Table 2. Description of the five examples of camera units derived from Capush in terms of content captured
(what), location (where): machine / environment / person, mobility and hand free properties (how) and levels
of automation (who) (orientation, position, contextual content capture). For the who dimension, □ specifies
whether the control is manual only and ■ whether the control can be manual and automated.

Fig. 1. Physical mockups of the five unit types: fixed, pan-tilt, clamp, head-mounted, and table bot.

which a unit can be extended. In this article, we focus on four features related to the dimensions

of the framework. As illustrated in Table 2, all capture units capture the same content (what) but
vary according to where they can be located (the environment, on a machine, or worn by someone),

how they enable the capture and who controls each of the features. In particular, who refers to the

degree of automation: the position and/or orientation of a camera unit can either be controlled

by the system (automatic) or a person (manual). Similarly, both by the system and the user can

initiate the capture of contextual meta-data. By combining the different features, it is possible to

derive a large variety of camera-based units.

3.3 Unit Types
We focus here on five unit types whose features are summarized in Table 2. Figure 1 shows mockups

of the different unit types and illustrates how they could be used. These units aim to coexist in a

fabrication workshop, each adapted to different activities. Below, we describe the functionalities of

each of them.
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Fixed camera. The fixed-camera unit is a camera attached (permanently) on

a machine (such as a laser cutter) or a workstation (such as a soldering station)

with a fixed, pre-determined viewpoint, focusing on the area of interest, such

as a 3D printer bed, or a laser cutter work area.

Pan-tilt camera. The pan-tilt camera is an extension of the fixed camera. It

is also installed permanently in the environment but its camera is mounted on

a pan-tilt assembly enabling rotations around the pan and tilt axis for more

control over the focus area. The control of the pan-tilt assembly can be automatic

or manual. The latter lets makers control the orientation of the camera either through physical

manipulations or through a (virtual) joystick interface displayed on a computer or smartphone’s

screen. Automatic control permits to track a specific tool or object while performing an activity, that

is, objects of interest can remain in focus even if the makers move them. This approach is especially

useful to capture a process including the displacement of pieces and tools on a workbench.

The three following units aremobile, enablingmakers to freely transport and place themwherever

they are working. While attached units can store their location as meta-data which only needs to

be set once after installation, portable units need to be able to detect their location to provide this

type of meta-data. We discuss how this could be achieved in section 8.

Clamp camera. A clamp camera is a mobile extension of the pan-tilt camera.

It includes a battery pack and is mounted on a clamp, so that it can easily be

moved and attached in the environment in different locations to get different

points of view. This unit can thus be used to capture a scene from flexible points

of view, providing the makers with a quick and simple way to set up their scene.

Head-mounted camera. The head-mounted camera is an extension of the pan-

tilt camera mounted on a headset, similar to the clamp but worn by the person,

enabling a first person viewpoint capture. By attaching the unit once to the head,

the maker can move around in the space wearing the head-mounted camera to

go from an activity to another.

Table bot. Table bot is a Pan-tilt camera mounted on a small robot. Either the

maker or the robot can decide the best position and orientation for this camera

unit. In particular, the robot can track pieces (e.g. circuit board) or tools (solder)

and move around on a table to maintain the distance between the objects of

interest and the camera constant.

Meta-data. The concept of Capush includes a local repository where all

captured content (pictures and videos) can be associated with tags. These tags

can either be added by makers, for example, by entering a project name, the

project owners’ names or any annotation that makers may find useful. As these

manual tag entries can require some effort from the maker, the concept includes the generation of

automated meta-data as tags, including the location of the captured content (e.g., “woodworking

area”, “electronic workbench”), machines or tools identified in the stream (e.g., “screwdriver”, “3D

printer”,...), and timestamps.

4 STUDY: UNDERSTANDING CURRENT PRACTICES AND EXPLORING FUTURE
OPPORTUNITIES

We designed an online survey study to better understand current capturing practices in fabrication

workshops, and to explore in how far the dimensions exemplified in the five unit types correspond to
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the capturing needs of makers to identify challenges and to provide directions for which prototypes

of the design concept should be developed further.

The study received research ethics approval from the Research and Ethics Committee of our

institution.

4.1 ResearchQuestions
We designed our study with three guiding research questions in mind:

(1) What are people’s current capturing practices across diverse activities?

(2) How do makers envision the impact of the different dimensions of a shared capturing

equipment’s features on their capturing practices?

(3) What are the potential issues that need to be considered for different types of equipment?

4.2 Survey Design and Approach
We implemented the survey on a personal server running LimeSurvey 3.25.21 and structured it in

four parts:

(1) Introduction. The first pagewas dedicated to inform potential respondents about the purpose

of the study and ask for their informed consent.

(2) Background and demographics. The second page asked general questions concerning

basic demographics (age group, country of residence, profession) as well as background

information on how long they have been using shared fabrication workshops, what roles

they have had in these spaces (maker, manager, teacher or instructor, other), what kind of

activities they tend to do (such as as electronics, 3D printing, woodworking, etc), and what

their collaboration habits are.

(3) Current capturing practices contained two pages. The first one focused on current cap-

turing habits and asked what kind of tools respondents currently use, how they find their

captured content again, how satisfied they are with their current habits, and if and where

they share any captured content online.

The following page focused on two of the activities respondents indicated on page 2 (back-

ground and demographics). These two activities were dynamically selected according to the

frequency at which the respondent had indicated capturing content about. Respondents were

then asked for each what kind of record they generate when doing that activity, whether

they are more interested in capturing the process or the result, and what kind of problems

they encounter when capturing content from these activities.

(4) Exploration of the design concept. The last page explores the different aspects of our design
concept and the compatibility with different types of activities. Respondents are first asked

to watch a 3:23 min video (included in the supplemental material) explaining the concept

and unit types. In the video, the different concepts were presented one-by-one as low-fidelity

animated drawings like those in subsection 3.3. We provide an example of the visual style of

the video in Figure 2. Accompanying the visuals, a voice-over and subtitles describe how the

units are supposed to work, including the different degrees of freedom of the actuated and

mobile units, as well as the automated and manual tag entries with location of each unit and

object detection and tracking. Mock-ups of the units (Figure 1) were also included to illustrate

more concretely how the units could look like. Finally, the video introduced the idea of a local

repository and the use of tags to retrieve the captured content. Respondents were then asked

to express how much they like each feature with the option to provide details for each. Then

respondents indicated for one of the two activities used on the previous page, how having

access to this envisioned system may or may not change how and what they would capture.
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Fig. 2. Stills from the video shown to respondents. (A) shows the different units located in the workshop to
illustrate multiplicity and variety. (B) illustrates the pan/tilt unit with manual control and (C) introduces
automated position with tool tracking. (D) shows (conceptually) how the content captured from the units
ends up in a local repository enriched with contextual meta-data (location, tool,...).

The survey concluded with a range of questions inquiring if they would want such a system

to be installed in the workshop they frequent, if they would use it if it was installed there,

and how they would personally improve it. Finally, we asked if they can think of situations

where they would not want such a system, and offered space to leave further comments if

they desired. The supplemental material includes the raw responses to the questions from

this page.

Based on piloting, we estimated that it would take between 10 and 20 minutes to fill the survey.

However, we also noted that providing more details in the many optional free-text response fields

could considerably increase response time. We therefore added a warning on the information sheet

page to make potential respondents aware of this. Nonetheless, we observed that respondents

spend considerably more time than we expected (mean time 25 minutes [22, 29 minutes, 95% CI]).

4.3 Participant Recruitment
We aimed to reach a broad range of respondents and thus gathered emails from the fablabs.io

5

website which includes people from all around the world. We sent out a total of 1,635 invitation

emails, which resulted in 1,033 visits and 66 complete responses. The survey was available during 3

weeks. Figure 3 provides an overview of basic demographic information about the 66 respondents.

4.4 Analysis and Report
The survey included a combination of questions where response options were either in the form

of Likert items, multiple choice answers, or free text entry. We report responses to Likert items

5

https://www.fablabs.io
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Fig. 3. Overview of demographics and background of our respondents.

and multiple choice questions visually, in the form of bar charts for multiple choice questions

and in the form of stacked, aligned bar charts for Likert items. Note that the sum of responses to

multiple choice questions sums up to more than the number of respondents. For Likert items, bars

indicate percentages where all percentages are on the basis of the total number of respondents (66).

Consequently, the sum of the stacked bars for one Likert item do not necessarily sum up to 100%.

This is particularly the case for all questions broken down by activities, since any one participant

was only asked in more detail about two activities for current practices and one in the context of

Capush to keep the length of the survey manageable.

Free text responses were first categorised and classified by associating codes in a spreadsheet. For

each question, we extracted keywords or tendencies such as “positive/negative”, “manipulation”,

“quality”, “privacy”. We then used these keywords to group the corresponding answers and refine

the keywords. For those text answers referring to two or more keyword groups, we simply copied

them to the corresponding groups.

5 FINDINGS
We report our findings in the same order as we formulated our research questions: (1) we describe

participants’ current practices and the tools they use to capture across diverse activities; (2) we

detail how participants perceived and reported on the different features of the design concept

through the lens of our framework; (3) we compile issues and concerns reported by respondents.
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5.1 RQ1: Current Capturing Practices

(a) Devices and tools currently used to capture
images and videos

n=66 (b) Type of records by activities
(for activities with n >= 10)

(c) Capturing content to show the process
(for activities with n >= 10)

(d) Capturing content to show the result
(for activities with n >= 10)

Fig. 4. Current practices in capturing content from fabrication activities
n(3dprinting)=28, n(lasercutting)=25, n(CNC)=19, n(electronics)=19, n(woodworking)=13

Our data confirm that almost all respondents use their personal devices such as smartphones or

digital cameras, sometimes with tripods, to capture content as shown on Figure 4a (How). They
also confirm that pictures and videos play an important role when capturing content (What):
Figure 4b shows that pictures are the most common capture format, followed by video across most

activities. Respondents frequently save files as well and rather homogeneously across activities.

For some activities, like woodworking or electronics, sketches are also somewhat frequent to keep,

for instance, components and connections of electronic circuits (“another easy and simple way to
record and showcase the kinds of circuits I’m building” - p8).
Only few respondents indicate that they are not used to capture anything to show the result

(after the activity) Figure 4d. When asked if they are used to capture the process (during the activity),
opinions diverge and depend much more on the actual activity. Those doing woodworking and CNC

mostly are for capturing the process whereas respondents disagree on this for electronics, laser

cutting and 3D printing. For instance, P15 takes pictures during 3D printing “For documentation
and communication and to keep track of the print’s quality”, p62 takes pictures of all details involved
in the woodworking process: “pieces, cut pieces, pre-assembly, during glue up, clamp down, any
mistakes made throughout the process, assembled piece before and after sanding and sealing”.

In general, capturing images (pictures) appears more appropriate after the activity, for instance

to “record good samples or defect” - p27 or to remember the montage in the case of electronics

“easiest means to record constructed circuits using physical components and breadboards” - p8. In

contrast, video capture appears more appropriate during the activity to record the process of e.g.,

3D printing, laser-cutting or CNC (10 of 16 respondents). For instance, “this is to show what happens
in real time to others who want to know what 3D printing is like in real time (not static)” - p8. When
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taking pictures during the activity, the purpose is then to keep track, record the iterations, and the

methods as well as a mean for remembering the settings used.

Fig. 5. Frequency of help solicited by respondents to capture images and videos.

Most respondents do not ask for help when they need to take a picture or record a video as

shown in (Figure 5), however 23 of them gave examples of situations when capturing might be

difficult. For instance, they may want to change the perspective to appear on the camera but cannot

because their hands are busy and/or dirty. They also complained about the resolution of their

devices or issues of the workshop environment such as bad lighting (e.g., protective glass reflecting

the light on the machines), heat and wood chips, machines noises, vibrations and the need to protect

the cameras against dirt. Some of them regretted that they did not have enough skills to capture

nice content with nice angles. Finally, they mentioned forgetting to capture because of the switch

between capturing and fabrication.

5.2 RQ2: Exploration of Framework Dimensions Through Capush

We now present the results relating to the the ways in which respondents would imagine using

Capush to capture images and videos, and how it could influence their current practices. The

results are organised according to the dimensions of our framework.

Why to capture. The survey did not contain a question asking explicitly about the reasons and

motivations to create knowledge resources and if those would change with a system based on

Capush. However, some respondents spontaneously commented about them, sometimes raising

emerging opportunities. For instance, at the organisational level, respondents (including 3 man-

agers), mentioned that Capush could be used for safety and management purposes, providing

“Emergency Stop in case of fabrication problems. Give an advice when the part is fully processed. Send
a message when the process is done” - p19. P52 mentioned that it “could be useful for safety purposes.
For example showing machines unattended, safety guards not in operation”. 4 respondents would
use it to keep track of the visits, automatically identifying visitors, “or presenting analytic data on
the the use of the machines or the occupation level of the space” - p33. P11 also envisioned to locally

showcase the captured content from different projects “[...] to teach others using the space and to
inspire artists working at our lab” - p11.
Five respondents suggested potential benefits at the individual and community levels. Benefits

include: automating content creation for diffusion to generate newsletters; making short summaries

or accelerated video compilations (p19, p33 & p49); automatically send content to a wiki; “to enable
keeping track” - p9 or to “automatically save pictures with machine setups in the wiki were we can
add a comment” - p14.

What is captured. Most respondents would take pictures with Capush for different kinds of

activities as summarized in Figure 6a. Video capture (Figure 6b) is “more suitable for some steps of
the projects” - p43, “all of our actions would be recorded” - p6. Interestingly, 11 of the 12 respondents
who considered Capush for the activity “electronic”

6

would record videos with Capush, which

6

The survey software selected the two activities for which participants indicated capturing most frequently pictures or

videos. Questions on current practices were asked for both activities, whereas exploration of Capush was centered on the
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(a) Reported likelihoods of taking pictures for different
types of activities.

(b) Reported likelihoods of recording video for differ-
ent types of activities.

Fig. 6. Reported likelihoods of taking pictures and recording videos
with Capush depending on type of activity

n(3D printing)=16, n(laser cutting)=11, n(electronics)=12, n(CNC)=6, n(woodworking)=10

was not the case when asked about their current practices (Figure 4b). Some respondents anticipate

extending the kind of content they usually capture thanks to Capush (p21 & p24): “I think I would
take timelapse videos of all my builds, if that would be very easy to do (only little time needed for
setup etc)” - p21. Finally, respondents appreciated the possibility to associate meta-data (contextual

information, tags) as illustrated in Figure 7 to simplify the organisation, the retrieval and the reuse

of the content: “By typing the tag it would be easy to retrieve other projects using the same techniques,
and eventually to find other strategies, also this would allow to retrieve one’s own work and to fill the
wiki without searching/transferring all programs and pictures” - p9. “Having tags autoformated would
be terrific. It would also help me prove who created what” - p20.
Because respondents perceived Capush as undemanding and readily available, they envisioned

capturing content more frequently: “If the system was set up and I used it, it would be much easier to
capture [...] and I would probably take more photos” - p36. Capush also offers “more flexibility” - p16

to capture enabling better quality and richer content: “[It’s] a maker’s dream, it enables several
angles and cameras attached at strategic places to create a beautiful montage of the creative process!” -
p3. Two respondents also imagined to extend capture to non-physical activities by recording the

computer’s screens with OBS
7

.

Fig. 7. Reported usefulness for the 4 types of tags suggested:
customs, tool/machine, location in the workshop, and date. n=66

first main activity. Consequently, out of the 49 people who indicated doing electronics (as shown in Figure 3), 19 where

queried on their current habits regarding electronics (as shown in Figure 4) and only 12 were queried how Capush could be

used to capture an electronics activity.

7

Open Broadcaster Software https://obsproject.com/fr
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Fig. 8. Capture and retrieval better than current.
n=66

How to capture. A clear majority of respondents appreciated the concept of Capush to capture

content (see Figure 8) and rated it as better than what they are currently using both concerning

capturing itself and retrieving content from a shared repository. In particular, they appreciated not

to have to use their own device and risk to break them: “I don’t have space on me to carry a phone
all the time; I don’t want to damage my own camera; it might be a good reminder to take process
pictures” - p62. However, other respondents also wished for openness, to be able to continue to use

their personal devices and software tools together with Capush. P42 wanted to be able to connect

the system they currently use in their workshop.

Similarly, p27 & p61 would like to use their smartphone or GoPros to take pictures with Capush

through an app.

Concerning the variety of unit types, respondents showed a clear preference for both the fixed

and the clamp camera over the head-mounted camera and the table bot (see Figure 9) suggesting

that more complex unit types may not be necessary and that mobility and hands-free operation

may be the decisive properties: “we have several small rooms and a lot of machines, mobile cameras
are useful” - p24 although at least one respondent worried that the multiple mobile cameras such

as the clamps would be cumbersome: “it is annoying and you have to think of as many clamps as
there are places where you want to attach it” - p31. Finally, respondents seemed to appreciate the

opportunity for hands-free manipulation given by the units, as P18 commented about the table-bot:

“I can imagine the use of such a device in the case of experimentations where the practitioner has both
hands busy” - p18. About the head-mounted camera, P8 commented: “handy, a bit invasive, but
totally useful so I can continue to use my hands and still record all my work” - p8. Freeing up one’s

hands might as well help makers to better focus on their work (p47).

Fig. 9. Reported appreciation of the camera units of Capush.
n=66

When to capture. Respondents expressed a similar intent to capture more during (process) as

well as after (result) the activity indicating that they expect the pure presence of capturing units to
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(a) Reported likelihood to capture process with Ca-

push

(b) Reported likelihood to capture the result with Ca-

push

Fig. 10. Reported likelihood to capture the process and the result with Capush for activities where n>5
n(3dprinting)=16, n(lasercutting)=11, n(CNC)=6, n(electronics)=12, n(woodworking)=10.

remind them to take pictures and videos and more generally to think about documenting their work.

“It might be a good reminder to take process pictures” - p62. As Figure 10a and Figure 10b illustrate,

this is especially the case for activities involving the use of tools. In addition, three respondents

mentioned the advantage of a community capturing system across the lifetime of a project.

“It would help me replicate my initial actions for future builds that need the same process it would
be useful to have more information available to create a more effective narrative of what I did, when I
did it, and how it would help others trying to replicate what I’m doing (if they are so interested)” - p8.

Where to capture. A fixed camera on machines was one of the preferred units because it is

“useful” or “interesting” (7 respondents). 6 other respondents appreciated that it requires no effort

to set up since it is already installed and that it would consequently make it easier and faster to

record content from a machine. In particular, they mentioned that they would essentially capture

videos or make timelapses of processes and manipulations: “it has the advantage of similar images
from different stages” - p39.
Respondents also appreciated the clamp camera to position it in the environment and to adapt

it to the scene: “it’s possible to attach it anywhere, good idea” - p9, giving examples of the case of

“manual activities” - p14 or “activities where a fixed camera is not suitable” - p10. “It can create a
multitude of angles to create interessant point of views” - p3.

The Table bot received mixed opinions because it seems unsuitable on cluttered desks and would

require to free space, resulting in less spontaneity when capturing content. Some respondents also

feared that the robot would get in the way of the primary activity and cause distraction. “I don’t
want additional stuff on the work table, only gets in my way” - p21. P15 was more positive but would

prefer an approach using “a linear frame with a rotating head looking down toward the table”.
The head-mounted camera that makers wear (person) also received rather mixed opinions. On

the positive side, some respondents appreciated that it offers a first person point of view and the

possibility to free both hands while capturing. “This is probably the best way to capture what I am
doing right in front my workbench/work surface” - p8. On the flip side, 15 respondents expressed

concerns in their comments. A camera carried on the head might cause discomfort and, importantly,

be incompatible with head-worn security equipment. Additionally, it would require special care and

attention to avoid moving shots and blurry pictures which would result in extra work to remove

them afterwards. It would “move too much” - p42, “make [me] seasick” - p9, and “require additional
work to remove useless moving shots” - p24.
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Fig. 11. Appreciation of the manual control vs. automated control of the camera orientation.
n=66

Who captures. Respondents tend to prefer the automated control of the camera orientation

to the manual one with a joystick (see Figure 11). However, some respondents questioned the

technical feasibility and reliability due to lighting, imagining a final result with possible “unstable
videos” - p38 or “confusing shots” - p17.
In contrast, the joystick to manually control the camera orientation was perceived as “useless”,

“too complicated” or “cumbersome”. Two respondents would rather move the camera with their

hand directly: “we are not in a James Bond movie” - p31.
Regarding the automatic control of a camera’s position, respondents questioned the feasibility

of programming a table bot capable to deal with a cluttered desk (see Where). The autonomous

locomotion might as well contribute to distraction as noticed by 4 respondents.

The way to trigger video/picture captures was not described in the concepts’ presentation.

However, two respondents (p10 & p25) spontaneously commented on the interest of adding an

automatic trigger or offering an alert system to suggest to capture (p25) or trigger the capture via

voice-command: “start tracking”, “take a picture” - p4.
The concept includes to automatically upload the content captured from the different units to a

local repository. Respondents indicated that this approach would be useful and save time (p17 & p42)

because uploading and managing content is “tedious”: “Getting the content from the phone to a useful
place often doesn’t happen” - p56, “Very useful for keeping stuff together and allowing eass of access” -
p10. Nonetheless, some respondents did not find this approach essential and questioned how to

manage access rights: “This can be useful or misused according to who is working with it. We had
problems in one makerspace with the camera’s, that led to a lot of power-gaming/headgames” - p35.“It
will be useful but I wonder it could be more useful than Google photo” - p27.

The different contextual tags would help to retrieve and easily reuse the content (see What), but
tagging all content can require a very good organisation and be cumbersome. “I’m too lazy to set
them manually on my phone, makes it hard to find photos again” - p21. Providing automatic capture

of meta-data as tags, including the location in the workshop, the machine and tools detected in the

stream and timestamps, might solve this issue and was well received by respondents. “Automatic
tags are awesome” - p21. “With the automatic tags, will save me time of doing it later in the computer
and try to remember the details” - p48

5.3 RQ3: Potential Issues and Concerns
While a large majority of respondents would want a Capush system deployed in their workshop

(Figure 13 and Figure 8), some respondents raised important concerns that any implementation of

camera-based capturing systems in fabrication workshops should take into account.

Privacy. Some respondents suggested that consent from users of the workshop for being filmed

should be explicitly gathered because some persons might feel uncomfortable (p13 & p16) or do not
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Fig. 12. Appreciation of a shared local repository with tags.
n=66

Fig. 13. Appreciation of the overall system.
n=66

want to be filmed without knowing it (p44, p21, p34, p39 & p25): “In case camera would capture other
persons in the background, it would be hard to use, as some people strongly dislike the use of cameras
at our fablab” - p21. “Maker-spaces know failure, meaning something can go wrong, even badly wrong.
Simple mistakes can turn projects into smoke. This is something you don’t want to document on a
personal record. If there are only friends, fine, but if there are others not friendly, bullying is an issue
that should be avoided. A class situaltion [sic], where the attendance is not strictly voluntarily, could
be awful once lesser skilled attendants turn their attention to these devices to tinker with them instead
of paying attention.” - p39. “Part of the young people who come here are not comfortable with their
self-image. I know that it would cause problems for some of them if they happened to be on videos, and
maybe that the sole presence of cameras would make them uncomfortable” - p16. Some respondents

suggested that some spaces should remain entirely free of cameras (p10, p50 & p56).

Intellectual property. Respondents recommended to pay attention to intellectual property in the

context of company projects (p20, p23, p62), artists rights (p52), theft (p11), or industry equipment

(p63) because it might prevent the use of cameras if not strictly framed. A few mentioned there

could be problems in the cases where makers do secret projects (p27), adult content (p26), or illegal

content (p33). “I’m concern about intellectual property when all files are shared by others especially
when it’s businesses/companies/studios that operate out of a shared space, to have their property be
easily viewed by others.” - p62. “Not everyone want to shared their projects, for example if they are
purposely on the fringes of legality ” - p33.

Safety. Some respondents questioned the safety of the Capush concept because the workshop is

already full of machines (p37): “Most of the options are based around devices that would get in the
way of performing the activities, so are inherently unsafe, as any attention paid to the use of a camera
is attention that is not being used indirectly for the activity, which is a bad way to operate when you
are working with dangerous tools/materials..” - p35.
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6 STUDY LIMITATIONS
The findings reported in this article stem from an online survey evaluation based on a design

concept introduced through a video. This approach has the advantage of facilitating the exploration

of a diverse set of different units with various properties. An in-person evaluation using prototypes

of these unit types runs the risk of participants focusing on smaller usability issues (depth first

evaluation) instead of the breadth of unit types and how each of these may or may not be a suitable

approach to capture content [29, 67]. However, the approach also has limitations. Most notably,

our approach is not suitable to explore how actually using a unit would feel like. This concerns
in particular the head-worn unit. Nonetheless, participants who indicated in our study that they

would not want to use it, would likely also not be willing to try it out if they had the choice

between different unit types in an in-person study. Another limitations is that each respondent

likely imagined details not made explicit in the video in a different way which may have increased

noise in our data. While the approach enabled us to collect rich data to inform future research

directions, an in-person study will still be necessary to validate how people’s impressions and

expectations (reported in this article) compare with their actual behavior when they are able to

use a real system during their fabrication activities, ideally in the form of a field study and taking

into account the insights gained from the reported study. Another limitation of our study is that

while we aimed in our recruiting strategy for a diverse international sample and received responses

from 25 different countries, a few countries are disproportionately over-represented (as shown

in Figure 3). This is unlikely to be a threat to validity, but it is possible that a larger, representative

sample of the global fabrication workshop community may have been able to uncover additional

risks and opportunities.

7 DISCUSSION AND OPPORTUNITIES FOR DESIGN
We revisit now the three dimensions of the design space explored through Capush and the survey

study: “Multiplicity and variety of capture units” and “degree of automation” before discussing

privacy and ethics, two dimensions that emerged from our study.

7.1 Multiplicity and Variety of the Capturing Units
Our study explored how multiple and varied units could support the diverse and distributed nature

of capturing activities. Regarding multiplicity, results suggest that this is indeed essential, as

fabrication activities are distributed, and more available capture devices increase the opportunities

for capturing content in various ways. Concerning variety, results are less straightforward. However,

what we see as a new opportunity, is the ability to integrate makers’ personal capture devices (e.g.

smartphones) into Capush to leverage the unique aspects they bring.

Multiplicity Increases Capture Opportunities. The fact that there are multiple cameras increases

capture opportunities, for several reasons. First, because ubiquitous cameras serve the purpose

of acting as a reminder. This can mitigate one of the main barriers reported in literature [77, 82]

and confirmed by respondents in our study, which is that capturing is difficult and often forgotten,

as makers focus on tasks that are physical and often cognitively demanding. Beyond capturing

more content during a project, more units support keeping track of the process of fabricating an

artifact (P62, P9), reinforce re-usability (P14) and create better narratives (P3). This observation is

in line with Gourlet et al. [28] who suggest that modularity is important when collecting traces of

different activities at different stages of a process and Keune et al. [36] who encourage the salience

of capturing devices meant for documentation. Second, because more capture units mean there

are more angles and more locations (even inside machines) that are ready to be recorded without

overhead. This facilitates capturing different perspectives simultaneously on the same artefact,
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which provides richer visual content for knowledge resources [21].

Limited Variety seems Sufficient.Many makers were skeptical about the usefulness of more complex

unit types, that is, the head-mounted camera and the table bot, and feared they would be distracting

or simply get in the way. At the same time they appreciated for fixed cameras the simplicity (no

setting up) and predictability of footage (always the exact same viewpoint (P39)) and for clamp

cameras their flexibility (freely adjustable viewpoints (P3)). Thus, given our findings, these two

unit types seem complementary and sufficient. There may be some need though for temporary

contraptions to attach to units, for example, to protect a unit from dust or debris spit out by a

machine (P62), or to adjust exposure levels to record special activities like welding.

Personal Device Integration. In our framework analysis, we observed that personal devices (e.g.,

smartphones) are appreciated because they are readily available and familiar to themaker, something

our study confirms.

While most respondents expressed support for adding a community shared capturing system to

their workshop, some asked explicitly to keep such a system open to use other types of capturing

devices, such as their smartphones or Gopro cameras, but such that the captured footage is treated

in the same way, that is, added to the repository and enriched with contextual meta-data. This

gives makers the ability to combine properties they value from Capush with specific capture

requirements they may need (e.g. macro zoom, timelapse or snapchat filters). Beyond camera-based

units, integration can also happen with other forms of content capture, such as screenshots (P33)

or sketches, which participants highlighted as relevant (Figure 4b). Ideally, makers should be able

to include any content type together with the picture and video content captured with Capush.

Opportunities for Design. Capture systems should considering multiple cameras distributed

in space and enable straightforward integration of makers’ own capturing devices for leveraging

their unique capture capabilities. The main challenge is to reduce the required overhead (favor

simplicity) and facilitate predictability of the outcome. Makers also produce other content types,

besides pictures and videos, and some expressed interest to send everything to the same repository.

7.2 Degree of automation: Mixed-Initiative Content Capture
As expected, opinions and preferences diverged across participants when it came to delegating

control. Balancing automatic and manual control is indeed challenging, specifically in maker spaces:

Previous work already noted that automatic capture control generates a lot of data without certainty

of what is being captured [36], while complete manual control can require too much of the maker’s

attention distracting them from the main task of making. We posit that delegating control in

capturing systems does not necessarily need to be all or nothing, but could follow a mixed-initiative

approach aiming to maximize the benefits of both types of control [3]. In mixed-initiative control,

the system and user both contribute to a task (in this case, controlling and parameterizing the

capture system) in a flexible way, as they can delegate and take control as the task advances in

order to contribute what each does best. Our study elicited considerations for delegating control to

capturing systems. We discuss these considerations regarding mixed-initiative: task interference

and customization granularity.

Task Interference. Automation can introduce unintended extraneous interference to the activity and

output. We observe reluctance for automation due to the uncertainty of resulting behavior and

output. We believe that this can be mitigated by setting restrictions on automation. For instance,

P15 suggested constraining locomotion of the tablebot to one dimension (𝑇𝑥 ) instead of two (𝑇𝑥𝑦),

while controlling when capture takes place. This alleviates the maker from remembering to move

the unit, with a mix of control that mitigates potential interruptions of the activity as the maker can

more easily predict the unit’s behavior (which parts of the workbench the camera can invade by
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potentially rolling over material), as well as output volume (keeping control of the amount of media

generated). Another example is that automatic orientation was perceived as a potential source for

unsteady shots (p38), but it could be interesting to explore in more detail if being able to control

sub-parameters (e.g. movement speed) would lead to more certainty of output. Lastly, interference

introduced by automation is likely specific to a given task, and therefore systems cannot assume

that one type of automation (e.g. unit movement) will necessarily interfere with work always in a

given way.

Customization granularity.Customization at different degrees of granularity supports a varying level

of experience and preferences. As capture systems grow in complexity, more and more elements

will be available for control, including movement, orientation and position, as well as the moment

of capture. We observe that makers’ needs and preferences play an important role in composing

the right mix. Previous work studying how people manage personal media has identified this [79],

for example, if a person’s career depends on these media, manual control is desired as the cognitive

cost of capturing is outshined by the benefits of making sure the media will not be lost. To lower the

complexity, capture systems could provide mixed-initiative customization assistance (MICA) [10] to

help makers navigate through complex customization highly-granular options. Finally, we believe

that reminding the user to exert manual control might be a better strategy than fully exercising

control, for example by having the system provide recommendations on when to act (e.g. when to

trigger capture).

Opportunities for Design. Capture systems could let makers set constraints for automation

before starting the activity, so that makers delegate control during the activity to the system in the

way they want. Awareness of these parameters is key, before starting the task regarding what can

be controlled and what will be the effects of setting parameters, helping users set their desired

preferences. During the activity, systems should give feedback of automated parameters (e.g., blue

color on the wheels that are controlled automatically) and when triggering capturing (e.g., sound),

both for the maker that set the parameters so that they do not forget, but also for other makers

who might occupy a part of the fablab where the system is running. At the same time, feedforward

is also promising to indicate which areas a device can occupy as it moves, and what areas are in its

capture reach given the selected set of automation, increasing predictability of output.

7.3 Social Context: Privacy and Ethics
Fabrication workshops have been already identified as socio-technical environments [33, 69], as

cultures of making “shape collaboration and the social organization of work” [59]. We argue that

content capture, and thus knowledge production, can support and contribute to the construction of

social activities. First, as resources for care practices that reflect makers’ ethics. Toombs et al. [70]

discuss the ethics of makers as a complex negotiation of a neo-libertarian ethos and care ethos.

Captured content supports care practices both overt-explicit (e.g. helping others become more

independent through sharing how a process is done correctly) and overt-implicit (e.g. increasing

safety through content capture to monitor safe machine operation). Content can also help makers

accrue social capital, through proof of activities and achievements, which contributes to the notion

of the “self-made” ethos in the maker space. Second, for entrepreneurship. Hui et al. [33] discuss

how physical, technological and online resources are leveraged to promote values associated

with this goal, and help makers walk a path towards it. Thus, content can be used for cognitive

apprenticeship—learning a task by observing expert behavior [18]—by creating new opportunities

and increasing reach to more apprentices. Also, it enables apprenticeship to take place offline:

content can be made available on demand increasing the chances of watching experts work, as
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doing so by standing next to the expert is limited by scheduling and the available space in the

workshop.

Despite contributing to social practices, content capture can have implications on privacy and

ethics, potentially posing a threat to others’ intellectual property. Our study elicits how not only a

system can unintendedly capture another person and their work without consent, but that the mere

presence of the camera can put other makers in an awkward position of avoiding certain areas or

avoiding conversations out of fear of being recorded. This is important as intellectual property is

a major concern for makers, and can be an extra barrier in documenting [82], and hacker ethics

vary widely, from radical activists [65], to seeking peace through technology democratization [43].

Responses indeed showed that the variety of people occupying the space have unique values and

perceptions that nuance the concerns. We thus believe that capture and privacy are a relationship

rather than a consequence, as they relate to factors such as the degree of acquaintance with the

person being captured and the capture, the self-image of the captured person, or the level of choice

a maker has (e.g. mandatory class attendance).

Opportunities for Design. By considering privacy and ethics, a capture system can contribute to

social practices in fabrication workshops. We believe that ensuring visibility of on-going capturing

activities and giving people control are two key aspects in a capture systems that makers can use to

tackle privacy. Regarding visibility, simple mechanisms such as a glow aura or line lasers showing

the area captured provides others with awareness. In doing so, others can modify their behaviour

to satisfy their needs and values regarding privacy for their ongoing activities. Moreover, a maker

capturing content could be able to control the depth of a captured area, for example by setting the

capture depth to a certain level (e.g., no more than 1 meter) by relying on depth sensor information

and blurring all areas considered background, or for cameras capable of setting a very narrow

depth focus by simply setting it such that the foreground is in focus while blurring the background.

More advanced mechanisms can provide finer control, such as blurring faces automatically if other

makers walk into the frame. These measures are not exclusive, as the capture area can be exposed,

limited, and still modified ex-post in case of unexpected appearances. Overall, while no one of our

participants brought this up, moving from personal devices—which are omnipresent and for which

a bystander generally cannot know if they are currently recording—to a shared community camera

system could present an opportunity to develop systems which are respectful of privacy and put

awareness and limitations in place to respect everybody’s personal choices.

8 PROOF OF CONCEPT IMPLEMENTATIONS
There are many different ways to reify the Capush design concept into functional prototypes.

Overall, the specific choices heavily depend on one’s principles and constraints: For example, for

maker spaces with extremely limited resources it might be important to find a frugal solution;

others might value ecologically responsible choices most and may want to upcycle otherwise

obsolete materials; other places might consider capture quality as the most important property.

For our own proof of concept implementations
8

, our guiding decision criterion was that the used

material should be rather low cost and easily available to a large range of different maker spaces,

even if only modest resources are at hand. We implemented proof-of-concept prototypes for the

fixed, pan-tilt, clamp, and table bot concepts to explore the feasibility of the desired functionality

and of our design concept overall. All our prototypes are based on Raspberry PI boards as they

have a small form factor and are often readily available in fabrication workshops. Table 3 provides

a summary of how we implemented various features of Capush and limitations we observed.

8

Bill of material and current state of implementation are available on https://af-fab-le.github.io/capush
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Feature Description Implementation Limitations of our approach Units types

Networked

camera

Camera accessible via lo-

cal wifi

Raspberry Pi3b+ w/

camera module V2

Size of the Raspberry PI reduces easy

manipulation + alternatives exist

all

Mobility Portable power supply RPi UPSPack V3 Limited autonomy Clamp camera

Pan/tilt

assembly

Mechanism to adjust the

camera viewpoint

Pan/tilt frame with 2

SG90 servos

Active servos limit manual manipula-

tion while active

Pan-tilt camera,

clamp camera,

table bot, (head-

mounted camera)

Clamp Attachment mechanism clamps with strong

springs and a hole to

attach a unit

Opening and spring strength limit

where it can be attached

Clamp camera

Locomotion Robotic base to enable lo-

comotion

Alphabot V2 Low camera viewpoint, limited auton-

omy

Table bot

Tool track-

ing

Cameras follows a tool

or object around

Color tracking with

OpenCV + colored dot

on tool

Marker needs to remain in frame; re-

quires constant lighting

all with pan/tilt as-

sembly

Location

recognition

Cameras localize them-

selves

Fiducial markers asso-

ciated to location or

machine

Sufficiently sized fiducials required

throughout the space

Clamp, head-

mounted camera,

table bot

Table 3. Overview of our proof of concept implementations sorted by feature.

In principle, any camera accessible via network could be used as a fixed camera unit. For example,

upcycling otherwise obsolete smartphonemodels or the use of GoPro cameras would result in higher

quality footage than the above approach. The concrete choice affects, however, the extendability of

the unit type: extensions based on GoPro or smartphones are likely limited to physical appendages

permitting to attach it in various places whereas units built on top of a microcontroller provide

more avenues for new features or the automation of features. A property which can be automated

and which we explored in our study is view point control. Both manual and automatic control

require some form of user interface though to indicate where the camera should point or tell an

automated control what to keep in the field of view. Depending on the level of indirection [8] and

the desired automation, different control interfaces are possible, much of which have already been

explored in previous work for both manual [25] and mixed control [6]. With our proof-of-concept

prototype, we tested a basic implementation of the automatic tracking mode mentioned in the

study and the video shown to respondents. It is based on color detection using OpenCV
9

which

enables tool tracking as long as a colored dot is attached to the tool and visible in the camera image.

More advanced tracking, including tool detection based on the appearance of the tool, is beyond

the aims of our proof-of-concept but might be feasible based on results from previous work [14].

Amajor concernwith automatic viewpoint control is that the camera imagemaymove excessively

and thus require some mechanism to stabilize the image which can be done programmatically

(e.g., [6]) or through a physical stabilizer unit. Unstable footage is also one of the reasons for

which we did not realize a prototype for the head-mounted unit type. Previous work already

explored capturing using head-worn Google glass and observed that the resulting footage risks

being unstable and of low quality [15]. Thus, an image stabilizer unit, such as a gimbal pan/tilt unit,

9

https://opencv.org/
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would be necessary to address the issue and achieve smooth footage. A usable prototype combining

these features would require a high degree of miniaturization to be portable on one’s head so as to

not disturb makers while working on their projects. While this is a promising avenue for future

work, realizing such a prototype goes beyond the scope of our proof of concept implementations

which focused on exploring low cost implementations based on easily available material.

9 PERSPECTIVES
Our empirical findings show promising research directions to extend our framework and design

concept along their six dimensions.

Why. Content capture for organisational benefits has received less attention than for individual

and community goals, and thus constitutes a promising research direction. Respondents in our

study spontaneously described the interest of Capush for contributing to workshop management,

for instance, by giving managers access to camera feeds from machines for security or maintenance

purposes. Future research can explore how the design concept of Capush could be extended to

these purposes, in particular, how to give access to managers, while respecting makers’ privacy (as

discussed in subsection 7.3).

What. The framework and concept can be extended regarding What content is captured, by
considering other kinds, including (1) the output of non-physical activities (e.g., programming

or designing) that are not covered by Capush, such as code files, CAD files or sketches; and, (2)

the parameters of machines and tools (e.g., Gcode), which could be saved and associated with the

captured content. These two types are not currently included in the list of values for the What
dimension of our framework.

How. As we mention in the discussion subsection 7.1, designing systems that can integrate

dedicated capture devices with existing ones would enable makers to also use equipment that they

own and master. It is also possible to include contraptions which provide some of the functionality

of a Capush unit but with personal devices, for example, a clamp with a flexible arm which could

either hold a mobile unit or makers’ own devices. The combination of a clamp and a flexible arm

would enable more precise manual control over camera viewpoints but with makers’ own devices.

Considering adding more degrees of freedom to the orientation (yaw) could also be made possible

with more complex devices than just a pan/tilt, and could be interesting in some cases, for example,

when the camera is above or attached at an angle. Moreover, integrations with existing devices can

provide control over units.
Camera units can be used to control devices, for example, pointing with one’s smartphone camera

to a camera fixed on a machine can trigger a snapshot from the latter, as well as capturing the

state of the machine, or pointing at a computer screen can start video screen recording on the

computer itself. Such functionality would of course need to be carefully tested for their potential

to be exploited in violation of others’ privacy and may not be suitable for all kinds of fabrication

workshops.

When. Various types of content could be relevant to be captured before the project starts, such

as source material like pre-existing documentations which inspire a new project or from which

parts are reused for a new project, or mockups and paper or video prototypes which could be

captured using Capush units.

Where. The scope of our framework and concept is the context of a fabrication workshop.

However it is interesting to reflect on the possibilities such a concept could generate outside the

workshop as well. Using Capush across different fabrication workshops, by using similar units,

fabrication grammars [68] and machine grammars [73], could enable to share and collaborate with

different places, following the idea of Troxler et al. [74] with FabML.
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Who.We discuss in subsection 7.2 about the mix-controlled approach to the features of the units.

The control can be done manually by the maker, or automated and performed by the system. Our

framework could be extended by considering not only the maker and the system, but also a third

person in charge to partially or totally controlling some aspects of the capture (e.g. configuration,

trigger, position or orientation). This person could be a manager inside the fabrication workshop, or

a maker at home to follow the activity of a peer and collaborate. We can also see some opportunities

due to the Sars-Cov2 pandemic which saw most fabrication workshops closed for extended periods

and large parts of the population constraint to their homes. Instructors who taught hands-on

activities during this period were interviewed by Labrie et al. [42] and reported having difficulties

to verbally indicate to the students to move the camera such as showing a part of the physical

objects. We can imagine extending our design concept with connected units that could broadcast

the stream of the different students of the class to the instructor, and provide her with remote

control access of the orientation or position of the cameras to enable a better vision on the progress

of students in real time.
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